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Inside Microsoft (r) SQL Server (tm) 2005: The Storage EngineMicrosoft Press, 2006
This practical, hands-on book offers deep, thorough coverage of the internals of architecture and resource management in SQL Server 2005, focusing on the Storage Engine. The book features extensive code samples and table examples.

For me, the most wonderful thing about writing a book and having it published is getting...
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How Linux WorksNo Starch Press, 2004

	Whether you're a systems administrator or a home user, you need to understand how Linux internals work before you can really master Linux-how it boots, how networking works, how to customize the kernel, and even what hardware to buy.

	

	How Linux Works contains the kind of information normally handed down from...
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Expert .NET 1.1 ProgrammingApress, 2004

	T his is a book about getting the best out of .NET. It's based on the philosophy that the best

	approach to writing good, high-performance, robust applications that take full advantage of

	the features of .NET is to understand what's going on deep under the hood. This means that

	some chapters explore the .NET internals and in...
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Enterprise Mac Administrator's GuideApress, 2009
Charles Edge, Zack Smith, and Beau Hunter provide detailed explanations of the technology required for large-scale Mac OS X deployments and show you how to integrate it with other operating systems and applications.

Enterprise Mac Administrator's Guide addresses the growing size...
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Advanced .NET ProgrammingApress, 2002
This is a book about getting the best out of .NET. It is based on  the philosophy that the best approach to writing good, high-performance, robust  applications that take full advantage of the features of .NET is to understand  what's going on deep under the hood. This means that there are chapters that  explore the .NET internals...
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Oracle Core: Essential Internals for DBAs and DevelopersApress, 2011

	When I wrote Practical Oracle 8i, there was a three-week lag between publication and the first e-mail asking me when I was going to produce a 9i version of the book—thanks to Larry Ellison’s timing of the


	launch of 9i. That question has been repeated many times (with changes in version number) over the

	last 12...
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Windows NT File System Internals : A Developer's GuideO'Reilly, 1997
Writing kernel-mode Windows NT programs--such as file-system  drivers (FSDs), filter drivers, and antivirus programs--poses a  challenge to even experienced Windows programmers. It's hard enough to  get these programs to work, but getting them to live peacefully with  other kernel programs and NT itself is an art. Nagar sorts through the  mechanics...
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Computer Security HandbookJohn Wiley & Sons, 2002
The definitive formula for computer security, from power outages to theft and sabotage      

Whether you are in charge of many computers, or even one important one, there are immediate steps you can take to safeguard your company’s computer system and its contents. The Computer Security Handbook provides a readable and...
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The Linux® Kernel Primer: A Top-Down Approach for x86 and PowerPC ArchitecturesPrentice Hall, 2005
The Linux® Kernel Primer is the  definitive guide to Linux kernel programming. The authors' unique top-down  approach makes kernel programming easier to understand by systematically tracing  functionality from user space into the kernel and carefully associating kernel  internals with...
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Professional IIS 7 and ASP.NET Integrated ProgrammingWrox Press, 2007
The deep integration of IIS 7 and ASP.NET provides both IIS 7 administrators and ASP.NET developers with new and exciting programming tools, techniques, and approaches that were not possible with earlier versions of IIS. With this book, Dr. Shahram Khosravi presents you with the only resource to focus exclusively on the key features of this...
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MobX Quick Start Guide: Supercharge the client state in your React apps with MobXPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Apply functional Reactive programming for simple and scalable state management with MobX

	
		Key Features

		
			The easiest way to learn MobX to enhance your client-side state-management
	
			Understand how the concepts and components fit together
	
			Work through different...
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PANIC! UNIX System Crash Dump Analysis HandbookPrentice Hall, 1995
UNIX systems crash. It's a fact of life. Until now, little  information has been available regarding system crashes. Panic! is the first book to concentrate solely on  system crashes and hangs, explaining what triggers them and what to do when they  occur. Panic!...
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